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“The first step in the risk management process is to 
acknowledge the reality of risk. Denial is a common tactic 

that substitutes deliberate ignorance for thoughtful 
planning.”

- Charles Tremper
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Liability Driven Investing (LDI)

 LDI does not necessarily mean…

– Decreasing long-term returns in order to reduce pension risk

– Buying long duration bonds at any price

– Immunizing pension benefit payments

 LDI does mean…

– Understanding and quantifying funding ratio risk

– Taking compensated risks and totally or partially hedging 
uncompensated risks

– Based on target risk budget

LDI is not a passing trend. 
It is a decisional framework which everyone should be considering!
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Case study: Roughly half the risk, while maintaining return

Sources of risk
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A more efficient allocation of risk

Source: UBS Global Asset Management
 Please see additional disclosures at the end of the presentation.

For illustrative purposes only.

Traditional 65/35 allocation

US-I (RU)
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LDI 
Component

Return 
Generating 
Component

• Partial or total hedging of uncompensated 
risks (assets vs. liabilities)

• Reducing interest rate and credit spread 
risks

• Comprised of long duration bonds and 
interest rate derivatives

• Reducing expected long-term pension 
cost

• Diversification of market and active risks

• Comprised of several asset classes and 
strategies (traditional and non traditional)

• Maximizing potential return for a target 
risk budget



Constructing efficient portfolios
Take compensated risks and hedge uncompensated risks

Source: UBS Global Asset Management
 For illustrative purposes only.
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A dynamic process

For illustrative purposes only.

Set risk budget

Policy allocation of risk budget

Dynamic allocation of risk budget
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Example de-risking schedule*
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* For simplicity, assumes a static ability to take risk.
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The benefits of a more efficient and dynamic approach

More condensed distribution of funding ratio returns…
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Our approach seeks 
increased probability 
of positive funding 
ratio returns, with 

less variance

Negative Positive
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For illustrative purposes only. 

Time

Our approach seeks 
decreased volatility 
of returns over time
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…can lead to less funding ratio volatility and better outcomes

We believe this leads to increased benefit security and predictability 
of the plan’s impact on cash flows, earnings and balance sheet

US-I
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Key messages

 Risk management does not mean all risks are eliminated

 Traditional asset allocation is not optimal

 Active risk management is likely to become more important

 Liability Driven Investing (LDI) has a role to play

 Consider integrating alternative strategies as part of LDI
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“Risk management does not mean avoiding risk. Risk 
management means embracing reasonable risk.”

- Todd Beaird
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Additional disclosures 

US-I

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Potential for profit is accompanied by possibility of loss.  Any
 
statements made regarding investment performance 

objectives, risk and/or return targets shall not constitute a representation or warranty that such investment objectives or expectations will be achieved.

No part of this presentation may be reproduced or redistributed in any form, or referred to in any publication, without express written permission of UBS Global Asset 
Management.  This material supports the presentation(s) given on

 
the specific date(s) noted. It is not intended to be read in isolation and may not provide a full explanation of all 

the topics that were presented and discussed. 

The information and opinions contained in this document have been complied or arrived at based upon information obtained from sources believed to be reliable and in good 
faith.  All such information and opinions are subject to change without notice.  A number of the comments in this document are based on current expectations and are considered 
“forward-looking statements.”

 
Actual future results, however, may prove to be different from

 
expectations.  The opinions expressed are a reflection of UBS Global Asset 

Management’s best judgment at the time this report is compiled, and any obligation to update or alter forward-looking statement as a result of new information, future events,
 or otherwise is disclaimed.  UBS AG and/or its affiliates may have a position in and may make a purchase and/or sale of any of the securities or other financial instruments 

mentioned in this document.

The information contained in this presentation should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security.  There is no assurance that any securities 
discussed herein will remain in an account’s portfolio at the time you receive this information or that securities sold have not been repurchased.  The securities discussed do not 
represent an account’s entire portfolio over the course of a full market cycle.  It should not be assumed that any of the securities transactions or holdings referred to herein were 
or will prove to be profitable, or that the investment recommendations or decisions we make in the future will be profitable or will equal the investment performance of the 
securities referred to in this presentation.

A client's returns will be reduced by advisory fees and other expenses incurred by the client. Advisory fees are described in Part II of Form ADV for UBS Global Asset Management 
(Americas) Inc.

This presentation does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation to offer to buy any securities and nothing in this presentation shall limit or restrict the particular terms of any 
specific offering. Offers will be made only to qualified investors by means of a prospectus or confidential private placement memorandum providing information as to the specifics 
of the offering. No offer of any interest in any product will be

 
made in any jurisdiction in which the offer, solicitation or sale is not permitted, or to any person to whom it is 

unlawful to make such offer, solicitation or sale.

The achievement of a targeted ex-ante tracking error does not imply the achievement of an equal ex-post tracking error or actual specified return. According to independent 
studies, ex-ante tracking error can underestimate realized risk (ex-post tracking error), particularly in times of above-average market volatility and increased momentum.  Different 
models for the calculation of ex-ante tracking error may lead to different results. There is no guarantee that the models used provide the same results as other available models.

Any taxation position described in this presentation is a general statement and should only be used as a guide.  It does not constitute tax advice and is based on UBS Global Asset 
Management’s understanding of current tax laws and their interpretation.  As individual situation may differ, clients should seek independent professional tax advice on any 
taxation matters.  

Strategies may include the use of derivatives.  Derivatives involve risks which are different from the risks associated with investing directly in securities, including: the risk that 
changes in the value of a derivative may not correlate with the underlying asset, rate, index, or market, as well as liquidity risk, interest rate risk, counterparty risk and credit risk. 
While some derivatives strategies can reduce the risk of loss, the use of derivatives can also reduce the opportunity for gain or result in losses by offsetting favorable price 
movements in other investments.  Derivatives may create leverage

 
and pose the risk of losing more than the amount invested.

Services for any strategy herein are provided by UBS Global Asset Management (Americas) Inc. ("Americas").  Americas is registered as an investment adviser with the US Securities 
and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940.   From time to time, Americas’

 
non-US affiliates in the Asset Management Division who are not 

registered with the SEC ("Participating Affiliates") provide investment advisory services to Americas' U.S. clients.  Americas has adopted procedures to ensure that its Participating 
Affiliates are in compliance with SEC registration rules. 
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